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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose T : R2 --f R2 is a real analytic mapping defined by the series 
representation 
y1 = cx + dy + *.* (1.1) 
converging in 0 < ) x / + / y / < 6. A curve y = G(X) is said to be an 
invariant curve of T if yi = #(x1). 
Such curves are important in the theory of periodic stability of dynamical 
systems. From this viewpoint, the most significant class of maps is that of 
the area-preserving, whose invariants were studied by G. D. Birkhoff ([I], 
[2]). Although Birkhoff derived formal series expansions for the invariants, 
he was unable to show that these converge in all cases. J. Moser ([5], [6]) 
determined invariants of area-preserving transformations near a hyperbolic 
fixpoint. The book of P. Monte1 ([4]) contains an account of the classical work 
of Hadamard, Lattes and Poincare. 
By the use of majorization techniques, these analysts showed that invariant 
curves of an analytic nonsingular transformation exist, provided one of the 
eigenvalues, o, 7, of the matrix (z i) has modulus not equal to one, and 
u # rk, d f T, k = 2, 3 ,... . 
Invariant curves are of some significance in the theory of fractional itera- 
tion. In particular, if (z i) is similar (under some homogeneous linear trans- 
formation) to (i i), the invariants play a major role in the construction of the 
iterates (see [3]). Henceforth it is assumed that the series representation of I 
is of the form 
Xl =x +Y +f(GY) 
Yl = Y + g(x, Y)- (1.2) 
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Indeed, by using the similarity x -+ X, y -+y +f(x, y), we may suppose 
the mappings to be 
x,=x+y 
Yl = Y(l + bk) + F(x, Y), (1.3) 
converging for 0 < 1 x 1 + 1 y 1 < 6. Here @zky is that term of lowest degree 
in xny with nonzero coefficient. 
Observe that if y = #(x) is an invariant curve of a transformation of the 
form (I .3), then #(x) satisfies the equation 
#(x + 4(x)> = tw (1 4 18xk) + 4% tw)* (1.4) 
2. FORMAL SERIES FOR INVARIANT CURVES 
Denote byp(h(x)) the order of a power series h(x), viz. the lowest power of x 
with nonzero coefficient appearing in the expansion of h(x). It is clear that in 
(1.3),p(F(x, 0)) 2 2. There are in fact three cases which require consideration: 
(a) p(F(x, 0)) odd and not greater than 2k + 1. 
(b) p(F(x, 0)) even and not greater than 2k. 
(c) p(F(x, 0)) > 2k + 1. 
CASE (a). From the functional equation (1.4) we calculate a formal solu- 
tion of the form 
tw = t k@* (2-l) 
cl=m 
It is easy to see that 
m = 4 W@, ON + 1) (2.2) 
is the only value of m for which the series (2.1) can be a solution of (1.4). 
We obtain the following equations for the coefficients #*: 
mt,bmz = A P(F(X, 0)) -=c 2k + 1, 
4,” - pt,hm - A = 0,’ p(F(x, 0)) = 2k + 1. (2.3) 
(4 + m) h&h = @#b++k-l + F&m )...? %&4> 
- vg(YL ,***9 $L) + 4+.+,-l, q > m. (2.4) 
When 
p(F(x, 0)) = 2k + 1, P f h&7 + 4, all q>m+l. (2.5) 
In (2.4), F, , !Pq denote those polynomials in &,, ,..., #,-r which arise from 
F(x, #(x)), 4(x + #(x)), respectively, and hC+,-l is the coefficient of ti+m-l in 
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F(x, 0). Notice that there are always two distinct formal series zjl(x), Q&(X) 
which satisfy (1.4), unless p(F(x, 0)) = 2k + 1 and m&,,2 - /3& - A has a 
double zero, when there is but one series. 
CASE (b). The formal solution we calculate is 
(2.6) 
As above, it is easy to show that 
m = 3 (P(F(x, 0)) + 1) (2.7) 
is the only possible value for m, and that the following equations arise 
rnt,bm2 = A (2.8) 
ii (n + 24 #2mJI, = B42m+q--K-l + FqW2, - #q-l) 
- y/o(*2m ,**-, &7-l) + kn+(*12)-1 > 
q>2mf1. (2.9) 
Here hi is defined to be zero if i is not integral, and to be the coefficient of xi 
in F(x, 0) when i is an integer. The polynomials F, , lu, are defined as in 
case (a). 
CASE (c). On calculating the coefficients of the expansion 
it is seen that there are two possible values for m, 
m, = k + 1 or m2 = p(F(x, 0)) - k, 





The relations for the various coefficients are 
* l&+1 BP + 1)-l, (2.13) 
(Q + k + 1) kK+l~l,* = Ph., + F&1.k+1 9*--Y klP-1) 
- Y*(vG,k+l 3*--Y h-1) 
+ h,,, 9 q>k+l. (2.14) 
* 2.mz = - &-I, (2.15) 
(4 + m!z) *2,m,*z.cr = PA.g+m+1 + mh**, 9*--Y &g-l) 
+ hmz+,, 3 4 > m2. 
(2.16) 
All symbols are as previously defined. 
NOTE. By Eq. (2.13), /31&\+r f q + k + 1 for all q > K + 1, and so 
#l,l., is well defined in Eq. (2.14). 
In what follows it is convenient to write the polynomial 
F&m ,-.., kl> - ‘u,b4n 9-*-P ~,2-1) 
in the form En (fA” - So*) #“, where h, #, $A respectively denote & ,..., h,,), 
&n ,**-2 (GQ-l), $2 -** &Y?, and the coefficients fAq, s,,g arise from G, , !Pg 
respectively. Observe that all sAq > 0. 
LEMMA. 
0 - &c+1 + 1 * he+, + “‘+(q-k-2)hg-~<q-k-2, q>k+2. 
(2.17) 
PROOF. Closely follows that in [4], p. 77. 
3. EXISTENCE OF THE CURVES 
THEOREM (a). Suppose T has a series representation 1.3, converging in 
1 x 1 + 1 y 1 < 6, and that the expansion (2.1) satisfies the functional equation 
(1.4), subject to condition (2.5). Then there exists 6, , 0 < 8, < 6, so that the 
expansion converges for all 0 < 1 x 1 < 6, . 
PROOF (i). First suppose that p(F(x, 0)) = 2k + 1 and that (2.5) holds. 





Consider the majorant TI of T 
(3.1) 
x1 =x +y 
M(x + y)k+l 
Yl=Y(l -fw)+,,(,~x~y)- 
Mx”-tl( 1 - /3#) 
sys - x) ’ 
where we define 
(3.2) 
p1 = (k + 1) IkRP-r + I /3 I . (3.3) 
Now y = e(x) = Mx~+~ Sk(S - x)-l is invariant with respect to TI . On 
substituting e(x) = c”= 4 k+l 0,x@ in the functional equation (1.4), we obtain 
e k+l = MS-k-1 (3.4) 
((4 + k + 1) ek+l + 1 .b i) 00 = c (YAP - %*) 8" -t Mpl a-*, q>k+l, 
A 
(3.5) 
where the coefficients yAQ arise from MS-k(x + B(x))k+l (6 - x - e(x))-’ and 
p = 02: . . . 02.‘. By the definition of TI as a majorant, 3/n* 3 IfAQ / , 
M/II 8%‘~ > I Iz,,.~ I . Certainly M, S may be chosen that / &+r 1 < &+r . 
Suppose that for r = k + 1, k + 2 ,..., q - 1, 
(3.6) 
where 2, is some number, o > 1. Since a may be assumed to be greater than 
unity, from relations (3.1), (3.6) and (2.17), for q > k + 1: 
((Q + k + 1) 1 h+l / - 8) 1 +Q / < a’-‘-’ (; hq + s,i*) eA + MA S-Q) * 
(3.7) 
Hence by (3.5), 
SAQeA 
(a + k + 1) ek+l)) . (3.9 
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It remains to find an estimate for ‘& s,,qP. 
v > 1, a majorant of both T and T,: 
Xl=%+? 
To this purpose, consider T(v), 
y1 = y(l _ pux”) + VW% + yY+l _ vMx”+V - BP”) , 
P(6 - x - y) P(6 - x) (3.9) 
where we define 
j3, = v(k + I) MS-k-1 + 1 /I / . 
Notice that TI = T(1). 
A curve invariant with respect to T(v) is 
y = wu,(x) = vMx”+l ?Fk(S - x)-l. 
Substituting 
(3.10) 
wv(4 = f %,q~q 
q-k+1 
in equation (1.4) it follows that 
W u,k+l = vMG-~-’ (3.11) 
((4 + k + 1) wu,,k+l + 1 fl t) %,a = c @?'A" - S,+')W,I + vWV-~, 
A 
q>k+l. (3.12) 
Observe that wy,q = ~0, for all v 2 1, q > k + 1. Now write 
cq(w; d) = 1 (q$’ - sj) (?.q. 
A 
From (3.10), (3.12) it is easy to see that 
c,(w; v8) = Mv2q 8-q-k-’ = v2qi9k+1 e q . (3.13) 
Put 8 = (‘tkfl ,***> [,-,) = ve, for each q, and choose v > 2 so that 
tk+l > max(l, dk+d Then, 
= 423 c (tk+d - tk+d) 5A + (E~+~ 
i A 
- ek+l) F %‘?) . 
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It follows at once that 
(v - 1) c snQ[” = c,(s; we) - “C*(l ; Q, (3.14) 
A 
and hence, since v > 2, 
c Qqe” -=c (w - 1) c ShQP < cq(w; we). 
A A 
Thus we deduce the estimate 
(3.15) 
It is clear that from (3.9, (3.15) for each q > k + 1 
((4 + h + 1) I v&+1 I - B) I 9, I G aQ-“-2(~k+1(2~2!l + 4 + h + 1) + I B I>, 
and SO 1 #, 1 < uq--k--lOq . Now I&) is majorized by &--l ‘&+l a’@#, and 
thus $(x) converges for all 0 < I x I < 6, = a-% 
(ii) Now suppose that p(F(x, 0)) is odd and less than 2k + 1. Then the 
argument follows as before, except we use the majorant 
wx + Y12 
Yl = yu - 4 + *(a _ * _ y) - 
MX2(1 - .5X) 
S(S - x) ’ 
(3.16) 
where c = 2M6e2 + I fi / , and the inductive assumption is that 
I lcrr I G ar-mb , r = m, m + 1 ,..., q - 1. (3.17) 
THEOREM (b). Suppose T has a representation (1.3), converging in 
/ x / + I y / < 8, and that the expansion (2.6) satisfies the functional equation 
(1.4). Then there exists 6, , 0 < 6, < 6 so that the expansion converges for all 
o<x<s. 
PROOF. It may be assumed that A > 0, for if A < 0, apply the similarity 
x - - X, y + - y. Consider the majorant 
M(x +Y)~‘~ 
Yl =y(l - 4 + qp/2 - (x + y)1’2) - 
Mjc3’2 W(1 - CX) 
81’2 _ ,1/z ’ 
where E = 2M6-2 + I/3 1 . Clearly this majorant transformation has an 
invariant curve e(x) = Mx3/2 k1(W2 - x1/2)--1, and the proof now proceeds 
as in the previous theorem. 
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THEOREM (c). The expansion (2.10) converges for 0 < 1 x 1 < 6, < 6. 
PROOF. Use the majorant (3.16) and the inductions: 
1 a& I < d-~-le,, I = K + l,...) q - 1 (3.18) 
I ~2.r I G ~-“er 3 Y = m2 ,..., q - 1. (3.19) 
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